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Assessor's pro forma

Unit Music: Listening (Advanced Higher)

CANDIDATE 3 Locus Iste and The Lamb (finalversion)

Documentary evidence v/x Comments
Assessor'r process observation checklist .J Provided
Commentary on two or more works ormovements .J Tile commentary meets tile minimum word requirement
(\500·2000 words)
Referenced music mss. excerpts .J Excerpts are integrated into tile text; complete copies are alsosubmitted
Referenced audio excerpts .J Excerptsare clearly referencedIII the text; completerecordings alsoprovided
Candidate evidence is presented clearly and is intelligible .J rile commentary Is wellwritten; presentation is clear
to the reader

Performance criteria/evidence reanirements
Personal choice of work is explained. .J rile candidate'sinterestas aperformer is explained..
Chosen works are placed in context. .J Sufflcient information provided.
Stylistic features of the music are identified. .J Importantfeatures areidentifled..
Compositional features of the music (melody, harmony, .J Although there are aileor two errors ofomissionthere is comprehensive coverage ofbotl: works.
rhythm, structure, timbre, genre, form) are described by
means ofdetailedcomment.
Notated music is referenced to the text, and is accurately .J rile notationand audio excerpts are accurately referencedto the text.
related to audio excerpts. Music is notated correctly.
Comparison is made between the chosen works. .J Important features are accurately compared.
Comparison relates to style and use ofcompositional
techniques.
Candidate's findings are briefly and effectively .J This had been adequately covered.
summarised.

Pass .J

Supplementary comments This commentary exhlbltsqualitywork; all tile Important features ill tile music are identifiedand all the
evidence is supportedby accurate references.



Assessor's process observation checklist

Unit Music: Listening (Advanced Higher)

CANDIDATE 3 Locus Iste and The Lamb

Choice of works for study I :;j/x Comments Date
has been made independently by candidate I ,j
l.n<> k.<><>. ... ......."A .. by tho candidate, with someguidance fromtutor
has been made bv tutor as a result of candidate indecision

Tile candidate undertook much ofthe research independently; tutor input was
required in accessing more technical aspects ofthe music.
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Outcomes achievedlUnit pass

Supplementary
comments

rite candidate undertookmost ofthe researclt Independently; tutor Input lVas required
;,U............";:llUti less than in thefirst work, the candidate seemedtofind the secondpiece more easily
undertaken accessible In termsofmusical analysis.
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Music Advanced Higher
Listening commentary
Final version

"Locus lste" by Anton Bruckner and "The Lamb" by John Tavener
are two equally beautiful and completely different vocal pieces
written for SATB unaccompanied choir. I sang both of these pieces
with the school choir and thought that they would be good choices
for my commentary.
Anton Bruckner (1824-1896) was a cathedral organist in Linz in
Austria. He was very much a Romantic era composer and was
greatly influenced by Wagner. Bruckner is most remembered for
his symphonies and sacred music.
Around the middle of the 19 t h century, composers were going back
to early music as a source of musical ideas. "Locus iste" is a motet
(sacred work with a Latin text) and it is intended for liturgical
performance (i.e. church service). This piece was composed in
1869 for the dedication of the church. The translation of the words
is :-

"This place was made by God,
a priceless mystery;
it is beyond reproach."

John Tavener, born in 1944, was greatly influenced by Stravinsky's
austere religious music. "The Lamb", composed in 1985, is written
in the strophic form (i.e. different words are sung to the same
music). But each verse is scored differently.
The text of "The Lamb" is a poem written by William Blake, which is
based on the metaphor of the Lamb, which is compared with the
traditional metaphor of Christ ("The Lamb of God").
At the beginning, this piece appears to be in G major but later it
becomes clear that it is more in E minor although the composer
uses a lot of notes outside the key.



The texture of "The Lamb" at the beginning is monophonic (the
soprano part has a solo melody),
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but overall the texture could be described as homophonic as,
. rhythmically, the parts follow the same movement.

There is practically no melisma in this piece, so the word setting is
predominantly syllabic (Le. one note per syllable).
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The dynamic range of the piece is small - only from pp to mp and
it does not depend on the number of the parts sounding at one
particular moment, but is specifically marked in by the composer
(unlike much earlier choral music, which uses variation of number
of voices for variation in dynamics).
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There is no time signature in this piece, the rhythm is not restricted
by the bar lines, it is flexible and always guided by the words in
almost a rubato-llke fashion.
Tavener uses inversions and retrograde, making the harmonies very
dramatic and clashing.
The whole piece could be divided into 2 sections (1 st - bars 1 to 10,
2nd

- bars 10 to 20,), second section being an exact repeat of the
first one with the difference that all 4 parts are singing all the way
through section 2.
Section 1 could be divided into phrases A, B and A' (similar to a
simple ternary form).
Phrase A (bars 1-2) is sung by only two parts (soprano and alto)
and it appears to be in G major. Bar 2 is a repetition of bar 1 (in
the soprano) and the added alto part is a simultaneous inversion of
the soprano part. (Audio excerpt 1, bars 1-6)
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Phrase B (bars 3-6) at the beginning (bars 3,4) has monophonic
texture as the melody is sung only by a soprano part.

Gave thee Jill:, end bid thee

Bar 4 is a retrograde of bar 3.

The soprano part in bars 5 and 6 is a repetition of bars 3 and 4 and
again, the added alto part is a simultaneous inversion of the
soprano part.
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Phrase A' has the same melody as phrase A, but it is now sung by
all 4 parts. Bars 7-9 are exactly the same and bar 10 is an
augmentation of bars 7 to 9. (Audio excerpt 2, bars 7-10)
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In bars 11-20 (audio excerpt 3) the music repeats bars 1-10 except
that monophonic sections are sung in unison/octaves.
The overall mood of "The Lamb" is very calm, but also mysterious
and cold because of all the chromatic harmonies and ambiguous
keys.

"Locus lste" is quite the opposite of "The Lamb". The harmonies are
simpler and mostly diatonic.
The form of this piece could be described as ternary(ABA), although
the first section is slightly different when repeated at the end - it is
now extended, so the form is ABA'. Similarly to "The Lamb", the
texture of "Locus lste" is predominantly homophonic.
The word setting of both of the pieces is mainly syllabic with a few
small melismas
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with the exception of the very end of the "Locus iste" where a long
beautiful melisma occurs which lasts for 2 bars (bars 40-42) and is
used to paint the word "Deo" ("God").
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The harmonies at the beginning of "Locus iste" are simple diatonic
harmonies. There is a good example of a false relation in bars 4 to
5 (between soprano and alto parts).
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In bar five there is a modulation into the dominant key and it seems
that bars 5 and 6 are the sequence of bars 1 and 2, although the
rhythm is the same and the melody is again descending, the notes
are different, therefore not making it a sequence. In bar 8 the
harmony is beautifully decorated with a double suspension.
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Section B starts with an aspiring melody, which begins in the bass
part (bar 12) and is then imitated by alto and soprano parts a bar
later. The first phrase finishes in bar 16 with a Phrygian cadence
(chords IVb-V). (Audio excerpt 4, bars 1-16).
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The next phrase (bars 17-20) is a sequence to bars 13-16; the
melody here starts a tone higher and finishes, again, with a
Phrygian cadence. It is also the loudest point in this piece, marked
ff, and it is followed by half-a-bar's rest letting the music "ring on"
in the silence, bringing the building of the church and its acoustics
into the piece.
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In the following phrase the texture of the music thins out to 3 parts
- there are no basses at this point. The harmonies become very
chromatic - the tenors and the altos sing a descending chromatic
scale. The dynamic mark is pp, making this section the most quiet.
There is an unprepared 4-3 suspension in the beginning of bar 22,
which would not appear in the earlier music, which Bruckner is
trying to imitate in this piece.
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Bars 24-25 are a harmonic sequence to bars 22-23. The harmonies
in the next bar become again simple diatonic. The phrase finishes
with an imperfect cadence with a cadential 6-4 (chordslc-V) and is
decorated with this time prepared 7-6 suspension (bars 27-28).
Again, there is a half-a-bar long silence at the end of the phrase.
(Audio excerpt 5, bars 17-29).
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Bars 30-39 of the next section (section A') are the exact repeat of
the opening 10 bars. Bar 40 is the start of a long melisma. The
harmony becomes chromatic, and there is a retardation on the
chord of E minor in bar 42. Bar 43 is the longest silence in this
piece. The last phrase is marked pp and the harmonies there are
diatonic. Bars 46-47 are decorated with a very long suspension,
which is also not typical for the style adopted by Bruckner. (Audio
excerpt 6, bars 30-end).
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The mood of this piece is calm and contemplative. Bruckner, having
written "Locus iste" for the dedication of the church, had very
skilfully made the building of the church become a part of this piece.

"The Lamb" and "Locus iste" are two very different pieces,
containing very different features, creating an equally great impact
on the listener.
In comparing the two pieces I found the following three features to
be the most important.

1. "The Lamb" has complete rhythmic freedom, written without
barlines, whereas "Locus iste" is in 4/4 time throughout.

2. "The Lamb", although in a sort of E minor key, has a lot of
freedom with a lot of chromatic notes and dissonances caused
by the use of inversions and retrograde. "Locus iste" uses
more conventional harmony but it also has dissonance and
chromatic notes; the dissonance comes from the suspensions
and the chromatic notes give a greater richness to the
harmony.

3. "The Lamb" has a narrow range of dynamics (pp-mp)
whereas "Locus iste" has a much bigger range (pp-ff). This
means that "The Lamb" has a more intimate sound whereas
"Locus iste" has a much bigger impact; "The Lamb" is colder
than the warmth of "Locus iste".

In studying these two pieces I feel that I have been able to gain an
insight into the main features of the styles of composing of these
two composers in the way that they both write a sacred,
unaccompanied piece of work for SATB choir. It has helped me to
understand some of the ways in which a piece of music from the
19t h century is different from a piece of much more recent times.


